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University budget sliced another 2 percent
...and the browns, reds and golds lie in the gutter dead...remember then to summer birds with wings o f fire burning come to witness 
spring’s new hope born o f leaves decaying... Photo by Greene
by Ed Penhale 
Staff Reporter
When Registrar Leslie C. Turner re ­
ported last October that “ We^have 315 
students less than we were supposed to 
have this semester,”  the drop in UNH 
enrollment from 9315 to 8997 did not 
seem so serious for most persons at 
UNH. To Dr. Allan B. Prince, budget 
assistant to the President, the drop on 
the enrollment charts is serious, indeed, 
as the tuition loss for 315 students to­
tals $300,000.
Prince reported Tuesday, ‘ The drop 
in enrollment caused a drop in revenue 
beyond what we expected.”
In an attempt to cope with the seem­
ingly unending struggle against statehouse 
budget cuts, inflation, and now, low en­
rollment figures, Prince said it will be 
necessary to cut this year’ s budget by 
another two per cent.
Prince hastened to say the cut will not 
be distributed evenly throughout the Uni­
versity and declared, “ Our office will not 
apply the budget cut across the board.”  
He cited the arts department as an ex­
ample of one area of study .that could 
not stand another budget cut. Prince said 
the Academic Vice-president and College 
Deans will determine which departments 
can absorb further cuts with the least 
amount of suffering. Shrugging, he said, 
“ You take it out where it does the least 
harm.”
In reaction to the University’ s latest 
budget crisis , Prince said he has been 
looking over the University budget in an 
attempt to locate additional savings which 
could be used to alleviate the new bud­
get problem. He said that by taking into 
account all monetary sources within the 
University, he found that some unused 
money does exist, but he maintained the 
unused funds could not possibly cover the 
$300,000 figure. Regardless of the forth­
coming two percent budget cut, it is still 
uncertain as to whether stop-gap measures 
already within the University’ s budget can 
offset the University’ s recent financial 
loss, as well as prevent further setbacks 
next semester.
Prince does not expect the $300,000 
figure to double next semester since in 
next semester’ s budget he has made room 
for a higher than usual attrition rate for 
students leaving UNH at mid-year for 
reasons of graduation, suspension, or 
withdrawl. Because it is likely the num­
ber of students leaving the University will 
be less than the number anticipated in 
the budget, it may be possible to prevent 
enrollment figures to drop below the pro­
jected minimum next semester.
Prince also said about 400 students come 
to UNH for the spring semester as first 
semester freshmen and re-admissions. 
Prince hopes that if this figure remains 
the same, and the mid-year attrition is 
low, UNH may be able to regain its fi­
nancial footing.
Of course, it is impossible to deter- 
mine the. overall financial shape of UNH 
until after- the. soring semester begins. 
Prince, who can only speculate on the 
actual enrollment figures for next semes­
ter, expressed distress over the Univer­
sity’s current enrollment situation say­
ing, “ We need enrollment to go up just 
to offset inflation.”
The University of New Hampshire al­
ready suffers from being the State uni­
versity with the lowest stat^ appropri­
ations per capita in the coiuitry. It is 
unlikely that UNH can retain a high edu­
cational standard if its budget is cut an­
nually, and now, it seems, blannually. 
Sharp budget cutting is no way to run a 
university in an inflationary period, and 
as Prince put it, “ It’ s got to stop some­
where,”
Student elected to Legislature
Women Commission seeks input from men and women
The New Hampshire Commission on the 
Status of Women will be on campus next 
Tuesday to interview persons from the 
University- community about discrimin­
ation against women.
University President Thomas N. Bonner 
will open the hearings with a speech at 
9:30 a.m. in the Multi-purpose room of 
the Memorial Union. The interviews will 
continue in three periods: from 9:30 a.m. 
to 1p.m., 2 to 5 p.m. and 7 to 10 p.m.
The Commission will investigate not 
only specific instances of discrimination, 
but attitudes, feelings and experiences 
according to UNH Student Activities Co­
ordinator Jeanne Fisher. “ Feelings and 
attituaes are wnat we are aeaiing witn," 
she said. Ms. Fisher emphasized that
the commission seeks input from men as 
well as women.
Persons may testify publicly or pri­
vately, Ms. Fisher added. She noted that 
names and addresses are kept out of the 
testimony.
“ The Commission wants positive things 
to come out also,”  Ms. Fisher said. “ It 
urges people to come even if they have 
nothing to say.”
Sue Potter, a senior political science 
major, added, “ Often it is the experience 
of women who have gone in thinking they 
have nothing to say, and find others with 
the same experiences.”
Ms. Potter said, “ Private testimony can 
be given by contacting one of the hostes­
ses at the public hearing to arrange an
Students may get lawyer
by Mike Fischer
Who would you go to if you had dif­
ficulty with the law? What' would you 
do? How much would you have to pay?
Tim Hooper, a pre-law student at UNH, 
will be running a poll soon to see how 
many students want a full-time lawyer 
here on campus.
The duties of this lawyer would be many: 
he could handle landlord-tenant cases, debt 
problems, and offer advice for credit buy­
ing, and retail situations. Also, he could 
prepare preliminary proceedings for stu­
dents who are arrested and could find a 
counsel to handle cases in court.
In addition. Hooper said that the law­
yer could be an official advisor to stu­
dent organizations. He emphasized, how­
ever, that the lawyer'would not work for 




Many students wondered yesterday how 
College Brook turnedon to day-glo green. 
The cause turned out to be far less sen­
sational than the appearance. The color 
was produced by one tablespoon of dye 
poured into the drainage pipe on the roof 
of Demeritt Hall.
“ It was a rountine check on under­
ground (drainage) lines to see if they were 
running properly,”  said Assistant Super- 
intendant of Properties Winston F. Cald­
well.
They were.
He explained that the service department 
recently removed leaves blocking the roof 
drain, and that the department dropped a 
tablespoon of dye into the pipes.to ascer­
tain if any leaves had found their way to 
the lower storm drain.
They hadn’ t.
Caldwell said dye is also used to see 
which direction water is ilowing and to 
locate sewer lines which are so old that 
there are no blueprints on them.
He also added yesterday tliat the water 
should return to its normal color within 
24 hours.
Today is the last day to drop a course
or leave school without academic pen­
alty.
The need for a lawyer is great, claims 
Hooper, because legal assistance re­
sources are hard to get, and because once 
these resources are reached, programs 
usually fail to recognize the specific pro­
blems students have as individuals and as 
a group. “ Many students don’t know 
where to go with a problem or that they 
have a problem. They don’ t know when 
they’ ll need a lawyer.”
With a full-time lawyer on campus the 
Continued on Page 4
appointment with one of the commis­
sioners.”
Ms. Potter emphasized that the hearings 
also seek“ feelings other than legal things, 
that extend to attitudinal socialization that 
keep women ‘in their place.’ ”
Both Ms. Potter and Ms. Fisher noted 
the commissioners also have questions to
ask those who attend.
Governor Created
The Commission on the Status of Wo­
men was created in October, 1970, and 
its nine members were appointed by the 
Governor. It is planned to expand the 
Commission to 15 members through leg­
islative action in the near future, Ms,
Fiahcr said.
The Commission conducted public hear­
ings in Laconia, Concord and Lebanon, and 
heard private testimony from an adult 
basic education class, a welfare woman’ s 
group of University students, and college 
women. Individual members of the Com- 
’mission have also heard personal opinions, 
according to a Spring, 1971, Commission 
report.
The Commission views the nearings as 
the beginning of a continual process of 
listening to the women of the State. From 
the testimony, the Commission recom ­
mends to the Governor action be taken 
to correct problems, according to Ms. 
Fisher.
The report lists 32 areas of discri­
mination, and possible action to be taken. 
The areas range from discr^imination in 
retirement benefits to limitation of hours 
a woman may work in one week.
The report also recommends that day 
care centers receive more State and fed­
eral funding, and that “ all departments of 
the State government be surveyed as to 
whether women are given equal oppor­
tunities in job hiring and promotion.”
In addition, the report studies women on 
New Hampshire campuses. It found that 
women did not have as many opportuni­
ties as men at college. “ At our hear­
ings, concern for lack of equal opportuni­
ties was expressed in the following areas: 
entering of graduate schools; lack of day 
care facilities: scholarships and fellow­
ships not available--particularly for the 
mature woman: lack of women’ history 
courses; attitudes of teaching staff show-, 
ing ‘put downs’ for women.”  The Com­
mission recommended, as a result, the 
hearings at UNH, Tuesday, and hearings 
at Keene State College, November 10, and 
Plymouth State College, November 11̂  
UNH Committee
Carol P ierce, the chairman of the Com­
mission, approached UNHTrustee Mildred 
Horton to form a UNH Women’ s Educa­
tion Commute. The Committee, composed 
of women faculty, staffand students, helped 
organize Tuesday’ s hearings and will 
gather information from the testimony for 
application at the University according to 
Ms. Fisher.
The commute members are Ms. Horton, 
Ms. Fisher, Ms. Potter, Virginia W, 
Grelwank, student affairs staff member, 
Karen Terninko, a life studies instruct­
ing major.
Seacrest Village voters in Portsmouth 
Tuesday night elected a UNH senior to 
the N.H. State Legislature by a vote of 
96 to 83.
Democrat Michael O’Keefe, political 
science major, is the sole University stu­
dent legislator.
The 24-year-old resident of Seacrest 
Village and native of Portsmouth opposed 
64-year-old Republican Joseph Desros- 
iers who O’Keefe said “ has lived in 
Seacrest all his life. He "owns the 
laundromat at Seacrest. He knows a lot 
of people.”
In fact, O’ Keefe remarked that on e - 
lection night, “ I was getting a little 
nervous near the end.”
The local election drew 250 voters, 71 
of which apparently missed the legisla­
tive question “ which was very well hid­
den on the ballot under the referendum 
questions.”
“ All the young people (running for an 
office in Portsmouth) got defeated. The 
young voters didn’t turn out.”  O’Keefe 
said he is now the only elected politi­
cian under 30 years of age in Ports­
mouth.
The new New Hampshire legislator will 
begin his duties in January if Governor 
Walter Peterson calls a special session 
of the legislature.
O’Keefe predicted one outcome of the 
session: “ There’ll be more money com­
ing in. The question is how. It can either 
be through increasing the resident tax or 
legalized gambling.”
Passage of the controversial broad- 
based tax? “ There’ s always a chance.”
O’Keefe favors a broad-based tax in the 
State “ as long as it doesn’t end up put­
ting people on a fixed income.”  But, 
“ Instead of a broad-based tax, we need 
tax reform .”  As an example, he cited
the Homestead Exemption in which “ 60 
percent of revenue raised through a broad- 
based tax would be returned to the towns 
for property tax reductionv. If anything 
will get through, this might.”
He added that lowering the property 
tax would benefit the State’ s elderly, who 
live on a fixed income and cannot afford 
to pay increasing property taxes.
Other legislative reform O’ Keefe favors 
includes a four year term for the gov­
ernor whose term is presently two years; 
annual sessions of the legislature which 
now meets biennially; a reduction in the 
size (420) of the legislature and an in­
crease in salaries for legislators who are 
now paid $200 for a two-year term.
New Hampshire Legislator Michael O ’­
Keefe, senior political science major.
Technology students turn out low pollution car -  th a t w o rks
by John Henning
An electric, st^am or low-octane gas­
oline car, a bicycle--what will you be dri­
ving nine years from now? In 1980, new, 
very tough automobile emission control 
standards will go into effect. A UNH team, 
working to meet low-pollution standards, 
has built an experimental car.
The car , which may be a leader in 
its field, has already demonstrated a top
speed of 45 mph, and has completed at 
least one 50-mile trip.
The idea of working on a low-pollution 
car at UNH comes from Alexander “ Par­
ker”  Wood, a 1971 graduate. At the pre­
sent time, the “ Low Pollution Vehicle 
Team”  is headed by Edward B. Carrier, 
a graduate student in mechanical engi­
neering, and Dr. Robert W. Alperi, assis­
tant nrofessor of mechanical engineering. 
Others involved include Dr. Ronald R.
Clark, associate professor of electrical 
engineering, and Dr. Robert J. Becherer, 
assistant professor of mechanical engine­
ering, and James Banks, an electrical en­
gineering advisor-.
The team’s objectives as outlined in a 
mechanical engineering electrical engine­
ering release, include, “ To contribute to 
the solution of an existing nroblem by 
focusing on a problem in the transporta­
tion field—the design and construction of
k
UNH experimental low-pollution ear. Photo by Roscnblum
an internal combustion engine nybrid ve­
hicle subject to the following con­
straints...”
The constraints which follow are i^rts 
of the rules of the 1972 Urban Vehicle 
ijesign Competition, which the team has 
entered. Samples of the rules: “ Must 
be able to accelerate 0-45 in 15 seconds... 
Must have a minumum range of 50 miles... 
Must be able to travel 22 miles in 45 
minutes.”
Electric hybrid engine
Basically, the vehicle presently in the 
works employs an electric motor powered 
by 20 twelve-volt lead-acid batteries. The 
batteries can be recharged by ordinary 
household current, according to Carrier, 
or (this is where the “ hybrid”  part comes 
in) by a propane-fueled internal combus­
tion engine-generator combination while 
the car is in motion.
According to the “ UNH UVDC (Urban 
Vehicle Design Competition) Report and 
Proposal Outline,”  an advantage of using 
an electric motor is, “ When the vehicle 
is parked near a source oi electric 
power...the hybrid may take advantage of 
the low cost and low pollutant emission per 
unit energy of large power plants.”
“ The electric car is reliable. Cold 
weather poses no starting problems,”  the ' 
report continues. Also, as Carrier said, 
“ An electric motor doesn’ t care what 
speed you run it at. When it is sitting 
at a traffic light, you can shut it off.”
What makes the car a “ hybrid”  is the 
fact that ^  contains a propane-fueled in­
ternal combustion engine and generator for 
en route recharging. The internal com ­
bustion engine, when used at all, is used 
at constant or nearly constant loads, ac­
cording to the UNH UVDC Report. This 
“ allows the engine to operate under its 
best conditions for high en'jeieiicy and low
emission levels.”
fh e  vehicle also includes. Alperi ampli­
fied, “ sophisticated electrical control 
circuits to monitor battery charge, dis­
tribute electrical power to the motor, and 
control generator charging character­
istics.”
Carrier claimed, “ No one has yet put 
together a hybrid that works well.”  It 
is known that at least six other schools 
will enter hybrids in the 1972 competi­
tion. Of these six, two are listed in a 
UNDC release as being in the “ prelim­
inary design stages,”  two have not yet 
determined what fuel will be used, and one 
will definitely use gasoline in the inter­
nal combustion engine. This leaves the 
University of Wisconsin as the ‘team to 
watch , since they are in the same gen­
eral category as thp UNH team: a hybrid, 
using propane to fuel the internal com ­
bustion engine.
Propane was chosen for the fuel since 
it is easier to handle than the other gas­
eous fuels while still giving low emis­
sions. According to Carrier, the pro­
pane is stored at a pressure of 125 pounds 
per square inch (psi), while natural gas 
can require up to 1000 psi. However, 
according to a release of the National 
L -P  Gas Association, “ There is simply 
not enough propane to satisfy the demand 
if suddenly a large portion of the 105 
million vehicles in this country were to 
begin using propane.”
Although the top speed the UNH ve­
hicle lias attempted is 45 miles per liour. 
Carrier said tliat he suspects 55 mph 
will be the eventual maximum speini.
According to Carrier, one of the dif­
ficulties in producing a low-pollution car 
is determining how well it meets t!ie vi r ­
ions emissions standards. He said that 
the eqaipment needed foe testing is “ un- 
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Tompkins speaks on China experience
by Priscilla Cuniings
“ I consider myself a revolu­
tionary,”  socialist Ann Tompkins 
said on campus Sunday night as 
she related her recent living and 
teaching experiences in the Peo­
ple’s Republic of China during the 
Proletarian Revolution.
Sponsored by MUSO, Ms. 
Tompkins spoke to a crowd of 
some 75 persons in the Strafford 
room of the Memorial Union,
In the five years between 1965 
and 1970 that Ms. Tompkins lived 
in the communist country, she 
taught English at a small Chinese 
school for only a few months 
just before the Revolution began.
“ I consider the experience of 
being in China my greatest ed­
ucation,”  said Ms, Tompkins who 
attended both Radcliffe and San 
Francisco State College, gradu­
ating with a degree in social work.
Upon her arrival at a secondary 
school of 800 students, she asked 
to be placed on the same salary 
and to live under the same con­
ditions as other Chinese tea­
chers. This request was denied, 
however, and she was placed in 
the Friendship Hotel with a large 
group of foreigners.
Ms. Tompkins noted one of the 
first obvious signs of revolution, 
“ My students who were usually 
very attentive in class became 
sleepy and came without doing 
their homework which was prac­
tically unheard of. Eventually 
some of them were just absent.”  
After questioning the students 
they told her they were staying 
up late at night reading and dis­
cussing newspaper articles.
Shortly afterward, an inci­
dent at Peking University sparked 
a- chain reaction. A woman in the 
philosophy department had writ­
ten a big character poster (a six 
foot long piece of tissue paper on 
which a criticism or comment is 
written and then pasted to a wall 
or door) criticizing the president 
of the University.
Because the President was 
a high member of the Communist 
pai:ty, many people rushed to his 
defense, saying, “ No, no, you 
musn't attack the Communist 
Party of China!”  According to 
M S. Tompkins, there were o - 
thers who agreed with the crit­
icism and denied that the term 
“ counter-revolutionary”  could 
be appropriately applied to them. 
They argued that they were mere­
ly correcting certain things and 
that their actions could not be 
called “ counter-revolutionary.”
A number of posters sprang up
following this incident, either a- 
greeing or disagreeing with the 
first poster or posing other ques­
tions such as one concerning the 
schools’ admissions procedure. 
Ms. Tompkins said they noted 
the fact that most of the students 
who went on to college came from 
families of leading revolution­
aries, Ijigh leaders or intellec­
tuals who had been schooled in 
such capitalist countries as Eng­
land, France and the United 
States,
“ A smaller percent of the pop­
ulation of workers and peasant 
families were admitted which is 
very queer for a socialist society 
that is supposed to be run by the 
working people,”  she said.
Ms. Tompkins pointed out that 
even in her own school the lead­
ers were questioned. “ We (the 
people of her school) got pretty 
fed up and one night decided that 
all the leaders of our school were 
no longer to be considered our 
leaders and were removed from 
their posts. They were ordered 
to report to the dining room the 
next morning where they were 
given tasks such as sweeping the 
sidewalks of the school, cleaning 
toilets, etcetra. We even put 
dunce caps on some of them or 
signs saying, ‘ I am a bourgeois 
academic authority.’
Ms. Tompkins admitted that for 
awhile they enjoyed doing this to 
the leaders. However, she noted 
that they soon realized their 
error. “ We later began self- 
criticism on some of this behav­
ior and took the signs and dunce 
caps off. We felt it was a sign 
of exploitative thinking in our own 
heads and that the whole attitude 
of trying to put other people down 
was not the method of per­
suasion.”
They elected a new group of 
leaders to run the school, said 
Ms. Tompkins, but for a period 
of six or seven months, the school 
was divided by a difference in i- 
deas. She noted that one side 
wouldn’t even speak to the other 
side which “ was pretty hard when 
some of your best friends are on 
the other side. Even husband and 
wives were on opposite sides.”
The Military
Previous to the Proletarian 
Revolution, the theory upon which 
the armed forces based their op­
erations was that “ the most im­
portant thing was military tech­
nique.”  With the peoples’ take­
over and a new General, this 
theory was changed. Ms, Tomp­
kins explained the theory: “ The
NEED A RIDE?
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main thing fbr an army to be good 
in in a socialist society is pro­
letarian politics. If you don’t 
know what your proletarian poli­
tics are, you may not know at 
whom to shoot your gun.”
The switch in theory was ac­
companied by additional changes. 
The army of China has abolished 
all rank insignia on its military 
uniforms, “ I couldn’t tell who 
were officers and who were men 
from the way they related to each 
other,”  said Ms. Tompkins. 
“ The distinctions between the of­
ficers, who spend one month a 
year as ordinary soldiers, and 
men are deliberately minimized. 
The only way you could some­
times make the distinction was 
by the fact that most of the of­
ficers were older,”
She added, ‘ The army spends 
a great deal of time helping the 
peasants and other workers in 
whatever production they are en­
gaged in.”  This includes work­
ing in the fields.
The policy guide of the Revo­
lution called on people to “ dare 
to think, dare to speak, dare to 
act.”  Responding, Ms, Tomp­
kins declared that she and some 
of her friends, who also came 
from the United States origin­
ally, wrote up their own character 
poster concerning the question of 
why they weren’t allowed to take 
part in productive labor and live 
like the rest of the people. She 
said that as a consequence she 
was liberated from the hotel 
where she had been placed and 
went to live in her school, sharing 
a room with one of the students, 
and eating in the school dining 
room.
The question of seizure of pow­
er is a life and death question, 
said Ms. Tompkins, “ because if 
socialism is lost in China, then 
the whole struggle will have to 
be done over again in history.”
What prompted Ms. Tomp­
kins to return to the United States 
Continued on Page 4
German Universities and American 
medicine subject of lecture
by John Henning
University President Thomas 
N. Bonner spoke Tuesday evening 
on the subject of German Uni­
versities and American Medi­
cine, what he called a “ forgot­
ten but fascinating period in his­
tory.”
Bonner, addressing approx­
imately fifty persons, explained 
some of the effects foreign study, 
particularly study in Germany, 
had on the American medical 
profession between 1870 and 1914.
Bonner said that no less than 
15,000 American medical men un­
dertook some kind of study in 
a German University during this 
period. Most of these were grad­
uate students, either studying a 
clinical specialty or engaging in 
research, according to Bonner.
He said that in Berlin or Vien-
Classifieds
na during the late 1800’s a spe­
cialist couW gain more experi­
ence in a week than he cOuld in 
a year in America.
The American researchers in 
German Universities were a 
smaller group which Bonner es­
timated at “ possibly 500.”  He 
noted, however, “  a whole gen­
eration of American medicine 
was influenced by German prac­
tices,”  as this group imported 
German laboratory technique and 
interest in pure research to A- 
merica.
One of the German medical men 
he emphasized was Carl Ludvig, 
whose career spanned from 1865 
to 1895. Bonner described Lud­
vig as immensely popular among 
American students. Further­
more, “ Virtually every student of 
his made a name for himself in 
America.”  Bonner also said that 
from Ludvig’ s students came the
NEW APARTM ENT BUILDING: 1 & 2 bedroom apartments in Barring­
ton overlooking Swains Lake — your own private beach. Ultra-modern, 
with wall-to-wall carpeting. Rents: unfurnished — $155 for one bed­
room, and $175 for two bedrooms; furnished — $175 and $195 . 
Stanley Shimshkiss Realty Co., 145 Munroe Street, Lynn, Mass. 0190 2  
Gall 6 1 7 /5 9 2 -8 1 0 0 , 6 1 7 /6 3 1 -4 8 6 6 , or 6 1 7 /5 3 1 -8 0 1 7 .
PART TIME INCOME: Earn $500  to $2 00 0  per month. Be your own 
boss; make your own time schedule. Build a business o f your own,.
Those who do the work get the pay! Get all the facts~call or write 
now: Robert W. Fortnam, 53 Wood St., Nashua, N .H ., 03060--Tel 
6 0 3 /8 8 3 -8 2 8 6 .
NEED PICTURES TAK E N ? Photography to order. Inexpensive rates. 
Call 868-5221 after 6 p.m.
BARRIN G TO N : Beautiful, new, 3-bedroom modular ranch home. 
Ultra-modern kitchen, paneled living room, wall-to-wall carpeting, 
1 Vs baths, electric heat, garage underneath, private beach rights to 
beautiful Swain’s Lake. $2 8 ,50 0 . For appointment call Stanley 
Shmishkiss Realty to., 145 Munroe St., Lynn, Mass. 01 90 2 . 592- 
81 0 0 , 63 1 -48 66 , 531 -80 17 .
USED FURNITURE AN D  AN TIQ UES; Appliances, stoves, refriger­
ators, washers, beds, etc. POOR R O L A N D ’S Rte. 155, Lee,
Balke Road, West Epping, N.H. Call 679 -86 09 . Open 9 to 9 daily.
HELP W AN TED : Persons to help eliminate social injustices in New 
Hampshire. Work to establish tenants rights, welfare rights, and chil­
dren’s rights. 40  + fiours per week. Subsistence wages. 1 year commit­
ment necessary. Apply now to start in eaurly 1972 or summer 1972.
FOR SALE: Roadster—new tires, exhaust system and batteries. Gears 
and engine in excellent condition. Needs a new king pin. $150 . Call 
8 6 8 -20 32  after 5 p.m.
RESEARCHERS: Organize your document file with a computer pro­
duced key term index. For information write: Literature Research 
Associates; Mast Road: Durham, N .H .; 03 824 .
‘5 4  CH EVY PANEL TRU CK: 2 for $ o f 1. Both in very good running 
condition. One very rusted body. You get 2 complete trucks w /11  
wheels & tires, trailer hitch, built in (or out) bed, etc. Asking 3 7 5 .— or 
Best Offer. Must be seen. Write: G .A . Kendrick, Box 4 3 3 , Rollinsford 
N.H. (or leave gote in blue truck — Main St., Durham?)
IN TERN ATIO N AL JOBS: Europe, South America, Asia, Australia 
U .S.A . Openingd in all fields — Social Sciences, Business, Engineering, 
Education, Sciences, etc. Alaska construction and pipeline work. Earn­
ings to $5 00  weekly. Summer or permanent. Paid expenses, bonuses, 
travel. Complete current information — only $3 .00 . Money back guaran­
tee. Apply early for best opportunities — write n ow !!! International 
Employment, Box 721-N 261, Peabody, Massachusetts 01 96 0 . (N otan  
employment agencyl
FOR SALE: 1967 blue Mustang, excellent condition. Asking $750 . 
CaU 778-8130 (Exeter).
FOR SALE: 1968 red Ford Torino wagon. Power steering, new tires, 
brakes recently relined, very good condition. $1 25 0  or best offer. 
Call 86 8 -5395 .
FOR SALE: 1966 Ford Custom; Power Steering, Air Conditioning, 
Good Condition. $600  or best offer. Call 2 -18 00 ; after 5 868 -2009 .
LOST: Whoever stole m y wallet in the library; m y contacts are in the 
case attached to it. Please return, along with license, ID ’s ,pictures, etc. 
Wilma , Coops N-5 868 -5699 .
REW ARD for lost 35m m  Kodak Camera in brown case. Name Arthur 
Metcalf on back. If found call 868 -2648 .
Q ^ ^ ian d iester
am erlcan
. . .  an alternate media 
— 6 months ($3.00) — 1 year ($5.50)
Name.
Address.
Send to The Manchester American 
87 Middle St.
Manchester, N ’H ’ 03101
ADVERTISING
Deadlines are:
Sunday at 1 PM for Tuesday issues 
Wednesday at 1 PM for Friday issues
$ 1 .50  col/in — $1 .00  /30  words 
Call 862-1490, ask for Beth or Allen
UNH RUGBY CLUB
The UNH Rugby Club will have 
an organizational meeting on Thurs., 
Nov. 11, at 7:30 p.m. in Hamilton- 
Smith 125. The club is open to 
faculty and students.
EXPLORE
R V P T .O R F . Txrill m o e t  S iiin rla v  a t  
8 p.m. and Tues., Nov. 9 at 6 p.m. in 
room 13 4 of the Union. If you like 
chatting with deans and department 
heads about education, you’re in­
vited to join EXPLORE. Our ex­
panding role requires lots more stu­
dents (but, happily, not as much 
“ busy work’ ’). Come on by!
BLACK LIG HT  
SU PLR  SA LE
$8 o f f  retail 
NOW only S J  9 
Sale lasts until
TH A N K S(;iV lN G
Call or see : Peter Martin 





The Dinner >->- $1.15 
The Bucket — $4.25 
The Barrel — $5.25
D o v e r - S o m e r t tw ^  RdtAr)*
'4 Phon o 742-7 .321
TEXTBOOKS
Get your textbooks before Dec­
ember 1 ; the bookstore must return 
first semester texts in order to pre­
pare shelves for second semester vol­
umes.
HISTORY 69 7
The sign-up list for History 69 7 
semor colloqula, lor tne second sem­
ester, will be avabilable November 8. 
Everyone must sign for a section in 
the history office, SSC room 405.
FOUND
A student ID card and drivers’ 
license has been found, and can be 
claimed at the Reception desk in the 
Union.
FOUND
Found: one pair of wire-rimmed 
glasses—may be claimed at the Union, 
desk.
COMMUTER LOUNGE
Lost: People with good ideas for 
redecorating and furnishing the Com­
muter Lounge. Deadline for ideas is 
Wed., Nov. 19. See article and ad in 
this issue. Reward.
GERMAN COFFEE HOUR
All German students are welcome 
to a coffee hour every Mon. from 
3 -4 p.m. in Murkland, room 9.
FLASH GORDAN
Flash Gordan, Chapters 6 and 7, 
can be seen on Mon., Nov. 8, at 
2 p.m. in the Strafford room of the 
Union. Free!
HOUSING
NOW  AVAILABLE 
IN DURHAM
0 S IN G LES  
0 FU R N IS H ED
apply In paraon at
0 D O U B LES  
0 K ITC H EN S
0 A P A R T M E N T S  
0 P A R K IN G
CAMPUS REALTY








Tuesday — Nov. 9 th 
7-9 PM MUB lobby
Classes:
Begin week o f Nov. 15 th 




fathers of pathology, physiology, 
anatomy, and pharmacology.
Bonner concluded by describ­
ing how the spirit of pure re - 
s'earch _ caught on in America, 
along with the other German ad­
vances, so that after World War 
I the student of medicine could 
get an education in America (or 
Britain) which was the equal of 
Germany’ s offerings.
The lecture was sponsored by 
Sigma XI, a chemical honorary 
research society, and by Alpha 




HOOD HOUSE switched this 
year to an appointment system of 
15 minute intervals. Students may 
sign up for an appointment foiyr 
weeks in advance, and with the 
doctor of their choice.
However, one doctor will be on 
call for students wihtout appoint­
ments every day. The appoint­
ments run from 9 to 11:45 a.m. 
and 1:30 to 3:45 p.m. weekdays. 
If possible, students should make 
appointments at Hood House, and 
not over the phone, suggested 
Gregg Sanborn, assistant to the 






The Freshman Camp reunion has 
been postponed tillSundayr, Nov. 14# 
from 7-12 p.m. in the Durham Com­
munity Church. Bring 25 cents with 
you. j
ENGINEERS
A representatiave from IBM will 
s p e a k  u u  “ Eiixtneerlng OpportXUlltles 
Within IBM”  on Tues., Nov. 9 , at 
6:30 p.m. in the Hilldsoro-Sullivan 
room of the Union. This will be the 
first of the lecture series sponsored 
b y  Tau Beta Pi.
SENIOR PORTRAITS
Senior portraits will be taken 
from 8-12, 9 a.m. to 4 p.m. in the 
Carroll room of the Union. Sign up 
soon to be assured of a sitting date. If 
your schedule dictates we may be 
able to photograph you as a standby. 
There is a $ 3.0 0 sitting fee.
JAZZ CONCERT AND RECEPTIOlt
The Black Student Union is spon­
soring a Jazz Concert and reception 
on Sunday at 2 p.m. in the Strafford 
room of the Union. No admission.
INTERSCHOLASTIC JUDGING
The College of Life Sciences and 
Agriculture is having an Interscholas- 
tlc Judging Contest tomorrow at 8 :30 
H.m. in the Putnam PavUlion.
OPEN HEARING ON WOMEN
There will be an open hearing of 
the New Hampshire Commsision on 
the Status of Women on Tues., Nov. 
9, at 9 a.m. in the Multi Purpose 
room of the Union.
BRIDGE CLUB
The UNH Bridge Club meets Sun­
day evening at 7 p.m. for a Duplicate 
Bridge game.
VOTER INFORMATION
The League of Women Voters are 
conducting a voter information table 
in the main lobby of the Union. It 
will be open every Wednesday, from 
10 a.m. to 3 p.m.
STUDENT MOBILIZATION COMM.
Buses to the November 6 Boston 
Anti-war March are leaving Snively 
Arena at 9 a.m. They will leave 
Boston at 5:3 0 p.m. Saturday even­
ing. Tickets may be purchased for 
$ 2.7 5 round trip from Roland Rhoa­
des, room 22 7, Hunter Hall, 86 2- 
1 588 or 868-7780.
FRESHMAN CAMP
Counselor applications for Fresh­
man Camp are now available in the 
Student Activities room of the U- 
nion. Deadline for applying is Nov. 
29. Applications must be submitted 
prior to the interview.
JOB BANK
Students looking for jobs should 
check Job Bank’s bulletin board in 
the student activities area down stairs 
in the Union. Many jobs both on and 




All Types Available 
Price Range $ 5 .9 9  to $ 1 2 .9 9  
Values to  $ 2 4 .9 5
WHY PAY MORE?
RED’S ̂ SHOEBARN
Ptttr J. (Rtd) Murray, Prop. Open: Weekdays 9:30 to 9 
35 BROADWAY DOVER Saturday 9 fo 9
7000 men slept there
Campus landmarks m eet 
deaths this m onth
by Dan Forbush
UNH’s East and West Halls 
have been dying long, slow deaths 
ever since their construction in 
the summer of 1918. Half-com­
pleted in 39.5 working hours by 
a corps of army carpenters as 
a kind of training project, the 
buildings were nothing more than 
semi-permanent barracks in
I ‘
their early years, designed for 
the habitation of soldiers in train­
ing for World War I, In 1923, 
an addition to the buildings was 
constructed, and partitions were 
installed to divide the barracks 
into separate rooms. Even as 
long ago as 1931, UNH President 
Hetzel was talking abo^t tearing 
them down.
For 53 years, East and West
night watchman guards abandoned East Hall last Saturday night.
_________________ ______ i^JR osenblum
SALE! ^
ODDS AND ENDS SHOP 
Used Furniture—Used and New Clothes 
Qpen 9-5 Knick-Knacks . . .
SALE NOW ON 4db-UU7U
^  133 Court St., Portsmouth
Ray F. MacDonald Agency
Insurance. Real Estate 
1 M adbury R d .. D u rh a m  868-5563
AQUARIUS f i L M s  p r e s e n t s . . .  
Mae West and Cary Grant
in:
n she Done Him Wrong n
7: 00 & 9 ■•.00 
Mon Nov. 8 
SSC4
O N L Y
sot
THIS
is a MUSO production.
the PANTRY at
Stuart Shaines 
_  of Durham
their
Halls have been favorites among 
some 7,000 UNH males who pre­
ferred them for their low rent 
and general lack of maintenance, 
which allowed the residents to do 
to the buildings almost anything 
they pleased. In the spring of 
1971, however, the University de­
cided to close the dormitories at 
the end of the spring term.
Director of residences Stanley 
E. Plummer said the buildings 
required new heating systems and 
the cost would make the continued 
operation of the dormitories pro­
hibitively expensive. Estimates 
are that it would cost more than 
$700,000 to put the buildings in 
serviceable shape. Many resi­
dents who were happy with the 
buildings claimed the decision to 
close the halls was made to force 
more students into the higher- 
priced Christensen and New 
Halls, both newly constructed and 
a long way from being paid for.
Now the dormitories are va­
cant, boarded up, painted in pla­
ces with fading revolutionary slo­
gans. A little over a week ago, 
fire, believed to have been star­
ted by an arsonist, gutted two se­
cond-story rooms in West Hall. 
The blaze was the most recent 
insult endured by the buildings in 
their half-century history of a - 
buses. UNH Superintendent of 
Properties Eugene H, Leaver 
found it difficult po assess 
the property damage caused 
by the fire, saying, “ There real­
ly isn’t much worth salvaging in 
there.”
East and West Halls are slated 
for destruction within the month 
and it looks like President Het- 
zel’ s dream will finally be real­
ized after forty years. Leaver 
hopes to put a parking lot in their 
place.
I
t l i f e
U N H ’s East and West halls under construction in the summer o f ’ 18 by a Corps of Arm y carpenters
Bob N orcross, president of the 
local chapter of APO, the nation­
al service fraternity, smells 
money in the delapidated dormi­
tories. For the past three weeks, 
he and nine of his fraternity bro­
thers have been stripping the 
buildings of doors and doorknobs.
both identified by the room num­
ber, molding, bulletin boards, 
bathroom walls, sinks, wall and 
floorboards, toilets and toilet- 
stall doors, and railings from 
stairways. Also to be sold are 
rifle racks found in storage un­
der the buildings which may have
been used when the barracks were 
built to house soldiers in train­
ing. Norcross hopes to sell the 
items as souvenirs to sentimen­
tal alumni who might cherish me­
mentoes from their old college 
dormitories. All proceeds of the 
sale, Norcross said, will go to the
East and West halls as they appear today Photo by Conroy
Low Cost Transportation and Exercise
Male and female 2—wheel bikes 
$5 each Also, surplus parts 
available at low prices. Call 436-8847
AQUARIAN ARTS
Astrology & Occult Bookstore 
Astrological Services & Instruction 
Books & Supplies Tel. 659-5800
Henry C. Ebcker, Astrologer Grant Road, Newmarket. N.H.
WHY not l^ave the old 
I World and come 
to the new...?
@ 1 ,R L D












Bill Staines Nov. 11





Norcross has two wastebaskets 
in his room filled with 270 dcxrr- 
knobs. He and his brothers have 
removed bathroom walls for their 
“ good graffiti”  but have es ­
chewed toilet seats because “ they 
are too new.”  He said, “ We’re 
after the old stuff. We took the 
urinals out because they were 
sort of classy.”  Half of the 
doors his fraternity has removed 
from their hinges are boarding 
up the structures’ windows and 
entrances.
Since the fire in West Hall, en­
trance to the building, which was 
previouslv an easy tas^ ( as 
UNH students discovered), lias 
been made a considerably more 
challenging undertaking. It has 
been made considerably more 
risky as well, according to a 
nightwatchman at the scene who 
told THE NEW HAMPSHIRE last 
Saturday night that the buildings 
would be watched after 10 p.m. 
every night until the buildings 
are torn down. Sitting on the< 
front steps of East Hall, the night- 
watchman added that the buildings 
are inspected every half-hour
REMINDER
Today is the last day tor 
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Say It With Stereo!
Quality Components Make Any Occasion
PORTSM OUTH-LAFAYETTE P LA ZA  
Sunday 1-6 , Monday-Saturday 10-9:30
DOVER-TRI-CITY PLAZA 
Monday thru Sat. 10-9
EDITORIAL
Distributing the money
The front page of last Tuesday’s NEW 
HAMPSHIRE illustrated a reoccurring ir­
ony in the University’s financial squeeze. 
A headline across the center of the page 
read, “ Budget may squeeze Social Service 
majors out of program.’’ Down and to the 
left another story told about $12,000 avail­
able to redecorate the communter lounge in 
the Memorial Union.
This is only one example of the Uni­
versity spending money on marginal pro­
jects, while severely limiting more impor­
tant academic pursuits.
Other cases exist. Why does the Stu­
dent Affairs office harbor such a lavish 
collection of personnel? Do students needan 
administrator to deal solely with commuter 
problems? Or another to coordinate the ac­
tivities of three dormitories? Or another to 
to supervise orientation programs?
If the need exists, is the need more 
important than the list of eighty-four stur
dents who may have the door to the social 
service major slammed in their faces? Or 
the incomplete programs in the Music de­
partment? Students cannot tolerate admin­
istrative featherbedding when important 
academic programs are cut, class numbers 
skyrocket- and the lihrarv doors are locked.
Last year .^resident John w. McCon­
nell told students about the severe budget 
situation, while workers constructed an el­
evator in Thompson Hall and an electronic 
gate for Hood house which has been dan­
gerously stuck more than once. Such ex­
cessive spending eroded McConnell’s cred­
ibility. Will President Bonner make the 
same mistake?
Bonner hopes to convince the State’s 
population that the University needs.more 
money. But perhaps he should convince stu­
dents first by redirecting funds where they 
will do students the most good.
Letters to tIie EcHtor
Explore Senate meeting sparks misunderstanding
To the Editor;
Both Phil Cotton and Larry 
Rouillard have fastened upon the 
polarization of the University 
Senate over the recent EXPLORE 
motion offered by Charles Leo- 
cha. But both reflect unfortunate 
misunderstandings.
I do not believe the referral 
vote disclosed widespread faculty 
(or administration) opposition to 
the evaluation of teaching; nor did 
the vote suggest any lack of con­
cern for the quality of instruc­
tion on the Durham campus. On 
the contrary, I submit the vote 
reflected very real concern for 
teaching and a determination that 
its evaluation be conducted in the 
most thoughtful and systematic 
manner possible.
It Ic booa.uoo thoz-c io ihio con­
cern that the office of the Aca­
demic Vice-President is so deep­
ly involved with studies and plans 
for a comprehensive approach to 
several vital aspects of teaching 
and learning—within which the e - 
valuation of teaching must and 
will have a prominent role. Bht 
we need an evaluation process 
which embraces all courses 
taught, not just the 400, 500 and 
600 V level proposed in the 
EXPLORE motion an evaluation 
which should be coupled with 
(among other things) a well- 
planned teaching improvement 
program for faculty and graduate 
teaching assistants alike. Diag­
nosis without therapy does not 
take us far. Good teaching has 
to be a fundamental quest on the 
part of all instructors, and that 
quest deserves to be aided by the 
most thoughtful and constructive 
mechanism possible. And soon.
I view the faculty vote for re­
ferral of the EXPLORE motion 
as reflecting a cpnviction that 
the Academic Vice-President 
should have the opportunity to 
conclude current studies. I am 
confident he will bring considered 
recommendations to the Senate 
for implementation in the very 
near future.
I would also suggest that the 
tone of the EXPLORE motion was 
somewhat provocative with its in­
sistence tht all evaluation be
cleared with the EXPLORE staff. 
Many faculty members presently 
have reservations regarding the 
quality o f the recent EXPLORE 
performance; EXPLORE will 
gain their respect and support 
as it improves that performance. 
In many departments ( such as 
History) students and faculty are 
developing evaluation techniques 
which they will test this year 
concurrently with the EXPLORE 
evaluation—with a view to
comparing the results. The is ­
sue is not feculty opposition to 
evaluation; it is one of faculty 
concern for the care and struc­
ture of the evaluation. Nor is 
the issue one of administrative 
hostility to evaluation; admin­
istrators ( witness the sustained 
concern of the College of Tech- 
noloffv^ seek a meaninefiil eval- 
mtion of teaching because they do 
not see published scholarship as 
the sole criteria for academic 
advancement.
No. thoughtful review of recent 
promotion and tenure decisions 
will support the *‘publish or per­
ish”  bromide. (It is  easy to
publish and perish if scholarship 
is inadequate and teaching per­
formance poor.) No familiarity 
with the process that obtains for 
promotion and tenure decisions 
would permit the view that de­
partments “  have the sole pre­
rogative*’ in making such deter­
minations. This is not the case.
At the last Senate meeting I 
voiced my dismay at the divi­
sion apparent within timt body. I 
was dismayed, not by healthy dis­
agreement ; but by unhealthy mis­
understanding. I remain con­
vinced that students, faculty and 
administration at UNH have com­
mon goals, that they can and must 
work together to achieve them. 
And the University Senate re ­
mains our best opportunity for 
such a cooperative enterprise— 
provided we cease thinking of 
ourselves as student or faculty 
senators and begin thinking as 
members of the University. We 
have enought external difficulties 




“ Apoca Lypsa, you’re father's 
here”  came a call from the girl 
down the hall from me.
“ All right, I’ ll be right there 
soon.”  came my reply while hur­
riedly running around the room . 
collecting my things. 1 knew 
he would be coming about this 
time, but I still was not prepared. 
Arrangements were made so 
quickly that 1 don’ t think my mind 
registered everything, but I was 
looking forward to going home.
I was a little apprehensive about 
several things though, and 1 real­
ly hoped that the reason my fath­
er was going 300 miles out of his 
way for me was not directly re­
lated to that letter I wrote to 
them last week. As I remember 
the letter went something like this 
“ most problems here can be, 
traced to that man in California, 
New York, or Brisbane, Utah, 
which was laughable since it was 
so predictable, but not so when it 
renders copelessness (no such 
word but I hope you get the mean­
ing). Ah, the song of love is 
truly a sad song, I agree, but I 
figure now as Roberta Flack does, 
that what happens to my heart is 
my own fault.”  Then the next 
thing I remembered was my 
mother calling and asking in a 
disturbed voice.
“ Apoca Lypsa, and about this 
ending to your letter.— “ No more 
Vietnam wars for me, do you pos­
sibly think I’m in Consciousness 
in ?”  I mean I was upset e - 
nough about the first part of your 
letter cryptically referring to the 
song of love and everything, but 
what Vietnam War have you been 
to?”
“ Oh, not the real one certain­
ly, but I was speaking symbol­
ically. Mum, you’ re the English 
teacher.”
“ Well I just want you to know 
that there’ s no such thing as one 
ture love in your life.”
“ Oh, well Daddy called from 
Burlinton tonight and asked how 
you all were. We were so wor­
ried not hearing for so long.”
“ I know, I’ m sorry .”
“ Anyway, he’s very concerned 
about you since I read him the 
letter. He’ ll pick you up on 
Friday, and I want you to come 
home for the weekend and rest. 
And I don’t know about Desper- 
ata”  (she’ s my sister).
“ Why what’s the matter with 
her?"
“ Well we asked her to write 
and tell us what’ s she’ s doing, 
but all we received was a post­
card succinctly saying— “ When 
the muse alights. I’ ll write.”
“ Holly God.”
“ I wish yott wouldn’t swear.”
“ That’ s not swearing. Mummy, 
that’ s just an exclamation.”
“ All right, well I’ ll see you on 
Friday, and please be careful.”
“ Sure.”
I threw things in my suitcase 
and threw some books into a bag, 
I disliked keeping him waiting, 
but I didn’t want my roommate to 
think the furies had attacked 
either. I had not cleaned the room 
or picked up things after myself 
for a whole week since the bit­
ter revelation. So I stacked the 
books on my desk, pulled the 
covers up on my bed, and be­
fore leaving I took one last look 
at the room and decided that it 
was messy and disordered, but 
still in that disorder there did 
appear a semblance of order. Oh 
well. Daddy is waiting and 1 did 
want an inkling of what the week­
end was going to be about.
I walked down the hall with my 
things and there he was stand­
ing by the bulletin board.
“ Hi Apoca Lypsa!”
“ Hi, Daddy.”
“ Are you okay?”  He asked 
with concern while taking my 
suitcase from my hands.
“ Well, you win some and you 
lose some.”
“ Surrwahh.”  That was his 
word and in sound it’s a mix­
ture of the New Hampshire hills 
and mountains and a little of that 
salt water breeze. He’s in his 
fifties, but doesn’ t look that old. 
H e has greying curly hair, a 
rugged red face, and a hearty 
Irish laugh. He seUs chickens 
(live) for a company here in New 
Hampshire which he likes but I 
always thought that maybe deep 
down what he really wanted to be 
was a storyteller, because he 
tells great ones. I swear he 
tells as good a story as Brendan 
Behan. His timing is great, and 
he always keeps a straight face 
and a serious mien until the punch 
line in which he succeeds in pul­
ling everyone’ s academic tail. 
But I knew he was concerned 
about me and my latest dilemna. 
We drove out of Durham to Free­
dom and the feeling, the quiet, 
was exhilerating. It was nice, 
that silence, even though the 
background to it was a little sad. 
He smoothly weaved in and a - 
round the busy Friday afternoon 
traffic, passing trailer trucks and 
cars towards the Portsmouth Ro­
tary. We passed one truck and I 
saw my father make a quick hand 
signal while we passed a cat>.
I asked him what it was, and hek 
said one of the many signals a- 
mong the truckdrivers. IT’ s like 
a “ thank you.”  I enjoyed being 
part of the camaraderie.
“ Well did anything good hap­
pen after you wrote to Mom?”  
asked my father.
“ Mmm, yes one strange 
thing.”
“ Oh what?”  His eyes brighten­
ed probably thinking delight would 
surpass my plight.
“ Well, I went home one night 
to find a note on my door.”  
“ Yes, and what did it say?”  
“ Well, one of the girls had 
taken the message over the tele­
phone.”
“ Y es.”
“ And it was very short and 
puzzling.”
“ Ah-hum.”
“ Anyway, I think I have it right 
here in my pocketbook.”  I shuf­
fled around for a while until I 
foimd it. “ Yup, here it is. 
All it said was some guy called 
and his message was— Apoca 
Lypsa, I think I’m in love with 
you. Please call me at 862- 
2679.”
“ Left no name?”
“ Nope.”
“ Well did you call?”
“ Sure I did, matter of fact, 
of all my problems, it’ s my most 
delightful. Anyway I’ ve called 
and it’ s busy all the time.”
“ Oh.”
“ Yes, I think the phone is off 
the hook.”
“ God.”  He laughed uncontrol­
lably for a while. Then he said, 
“ Damn fool anyway. How can 
anyone “ think”  they’ re in love 
with someone? Either he is or he 
isn’ t. Don’t ever take any of 
that middle of the road stuff on 
that, Apoca Lypsa.”
“ I won’t. Daddy,”
Then he continued—“ You knov 
something like that happened tc , 
the singer/comedian/academic 
Tom Lehre once. Do you re­
member that storv?”
“ No, I didn’ t .”
“ Well he found a note on his 
apartment door one time and it 
s a id --- ‘My Darling, I want you, 
I need you, I love you, please 
marry me or I’ll kill myself.”
“ Yes, and what happened?”
“ Well, he looked at the enve­
lope and it was simply addres­
sed to ‘The Occupant.’ ”
“ Oh that’ s great." i remem­
bered it now and appreciated be­
ing reminded.*"^* God, it ’s been so 
long since I’ye^l^iughed.
“ So it happens to the best.”  
“ Sure, ”  I said.
“ But really Apoca Lypsa, you 
shouldn’ t write those kinds of let­
ters to your mother. You know
how upset she gets.”
We were entering Kitteryandit 
was dark now. The moon was 
full yet had misty rings around 
it . ' We had just crossed the brid­
ge, and my rather slowed down 
the car to pull into one of my 
favorite placesj The Seagull. My 
father knows like that place, 
but I thought he probably had 
something on his mind he wanted 
to say. Not everything had come 
out yet. When he’ s in this type 
of mood he doesn’ t get mad real­
ly, but he wants me to take what 
he says seriously like the time 
a couple years ago on Christ- 
ihas Eve. We were all sitting 
in the living room, my brothers, 
my sisters, my parents, and I. 
And my father sat in the bigl 
arm chair and went around to 
each one of us kids, and when he , 
came to me he asked... §
“ Apoca Lypsa, .̂re you
going to be when you grow up?”
He was ♦■ot»Uy serious and I 
leapecied ms question. T answer 
ed without complication.
“ Daddy, I want to be a soul 
singer.”
His reply was a fond yet sym­
pathetic... “ Ah-hum. ”
But now I really didn’ t want 
him to ask me anything like that, 
wanted was some good solid ad­
vise, some of that home-grown 
stuff. My face must have told 
the story, because I could feel 
that he was thinking deeply while 
we ate our meal. I choked on my 
last bite of haddock, tipoed over 
a bottle of catsup whicu fell and 
broke my plate. I thought it 
an appropriate encore to my pre­
ceding week.
“ Apoca Lypsa”  said my feither 
in a consoling but annoyed way. 
“ I know it. Daddy,”
“ Well reaUy Apoca Lypsa, the 
only thing I have to say about 
this whole mess, this whole over­
ly dramatic mess which you seem 
to M l into all the time is this.
It will oe all I have to say about 
your emotional life. And that is 
that your fits of depression, these 
Nietzchean ups and downs of 
yours are neither sophisticated, 
glamorous, nor indicative of 
worldly concerns. They’ re ju^  .‘ i 
GODDAMN depressing*”  -
I was startled since he had hot”  ̂
been so forceful with me in a 
iong time and found myself in the 
grips of an understated under­
statement which could only be 
“ Yup, *tis true.”
-Apoca Lypsa
W O M EN  -- riot the League o f Women Voters
To the Editor;
UNH WOMEN held an open 
meeting Monday night in the MUB, 
In a very casual atmosphere about 
fifteen old and new members 
Mked about ordering femlibbook 
and pamphlets, swapped infprma-. 
tion about newspapers and maga­
zines, and encouraged the seven 
new members to get together in 
a consciousness-raising group. 
There was an aura of imcertainty 
to the meeting, especially to one 
accustomed to a formal, tradi­
tional Club structure involvinge- 
lections, treasurer’s reports and 
so on, but the non-organization 
appeared to foster spontaneity 
while an undercurrent o f solidar­
ity held things together. WOMEN 
isn’t burning bras, but it isn’t 
the League of Women Voters, ei­
ther.
The newcomers remained after 
the open meeting melted away
(“ adjourned”  is certainly not the 
word). Cautiously at first, some 
women spoke of what would be 
interesting or meaningful to do 
with collective woman-power, 
51% of the population, after all. 
Storm the Portsmouth Herald’ s 
sex-discriminatory classified 
advertising? Invite lawyers to 
advise UNH women of their le­
gal rights to work, own property, 
have an abortion — how about 
those basic human rights in l^ew 
Hampshire, anyway? Several wo­
men seemed to feel alienated 
from campus life. As talk pro­
gressed, nearly all showed signs 
of.anger at the baffling situa­
tions in which they often found 
themselves dealing with career 
fulfillment, competition, wife- 
dom and motherhood.
Status quo; feminist literature 
wiU be available (as it comes in) 
in the WOMEN’S office in the 
MUB, There will be a meeting
at the American garage on Sat­
urday at 5 to learn simple car 
maintenance. There wiU be get 
togethers with new friends to 
(yes) complain, criticize and 
make plans to change, not only 
individual feeling aboqt second- 
class femininity, but the way the
external world feels about women 
too.
Next meeting, Monday, No­
vember 8 in the MUB at 6, Tim­





The food service in the Mem­
orial Union is  certainly run by  ̂
ah incomneient man. If it’ s ncft 
cutting back on help, it’s serving 
stale bread and wilted salads. 
General Manager of WUNH Moe 
Qurin found a live bug in his
tossed salad the other day. Just 
what the hell is going on up 
there anyway? As a group, stu, 
dents should do something be­
fore the Memorial Union becomes 
a place NOT to go.
Name withheld.
(JNH L A W Y E R  Continued
••programs are channeled to meet 
the direct needs of the student,”  
said Hooper.
Hooper further pointed out that, 
if students are expected to work 
within the system, they must be 
given the tools and the man-power 
to do so. They must, he em- 
iphasized, provide th ^ se lv es  
with this kind of legal represent 
ation.
Hooper feels that once students 
see steps are being taken to help 
them assert their individual 
rights as people, “ They become 
more conscious of the rights of 
others.”
The lawyer must be paid. 
Hooper said the cost per ^ud-
BLACK STU D EN T UNIONContinued
The NEW hAM pshlRE
^ubRshed IwIm  weekly durtng me eee^emle yem by bte studentt of Hit IMvoraNy of Now Moiwpohlio.
vars Stevens on alto saxophone, 
Wayne Hammond on trumpet and 
fiugelhorn. Bill Fleming on gui­
tar, Jerry Harris on bass and 
Josh Collins on percussion.
“ We had several reasons for 
choosing the name ‘The Black
Visionaries,” ’ , explained Wash­
burn. ‘ ‘We picked a ‘group’ name 
because we like to feel that no 
one individual stands out. And 
we wanted to convey the feeling 
that black music—our m uslc--is 
visionary.”
LOW  POLLUTION CAR  Continued
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real,”  and not to be found any­
where in the State of New Hamp­
shire. Furthermore, the methods 
of testing have been changing over 
the last few years, which makes 
the tests that have been taken 
inaaplicable, according to C ar-' 
rier. However, he did venture, 
“ Right now, I’d say we’ re shoot­
ing for the ’76 standards.
Noise will be weighted in the 
competition next summer at 6.5 
percent of the total score. Car-
AN N  TOMPKINS Continued
was a statement Mao Tse-tung, 
chairman of the People’s Repub­
lic, issued in 1969. “ Either world 
war will bring on revolution, or 
the revolution will prevent world 
war.”  She is dedicated to the 
purpose of the socialist re­
volution and will travel through­
out the United States, sponsored 
by the US-China Friendship As­
sociation, speaking and doing her 
part as a socialist revolutionary 
to “ liberate all mankind from ex­
ploitation,”
rier said, “ We’re in trouble there 
right now, but we’ re working on 
it .”  He hopes this problem will 
be solved through the addition of 
firewalls and other partitions to 
the SAAB 96 chassis on which 
the car is being built.
The UNH UVDC Report esti­
mates the cost of one m ass-pro­
duced car along the guide lines 
presently being used by the team 
as $4700.
RECORD REVIEW  Continued
Such Is its complexities that you 
will pick out somethkng new 
everytime you listen to this cut.
“ Looney Tunes”  is a well ti­
tled number that Includes just a - 
bout any familiar theme you can 
think of. “ Country Thing”  is a 
pleasant thing to hear—a rock 
song about the country that is 
not played in a country music 
style.
You may well have to order 
these two albums, but it will be 
well worth the effort. Neither of 
them should be missed.
The Sunday afternoon concert 
will be foUowed by a reception 
and refreshments. Members of 
the audiehce are encouraged to 
bring blankets, if they wish to 
sit on the floor. According tc 
Debbie Bynum, publicity chair­
man for the BSU, “ We are hop­
ing for more than a student turn­
out. We want to Involve the 
entire community. It’ s a great 
opportunity for students, other 
members of the community and 
BSU members to get together and 
meet the black faculty members 
at UNHi
W ILDCAT H OCKEY Continued
have a limit on their aspirations 
for the season. They recognize 
other good teams for what they 
are, but they are confident that 
they can handle these teams.”  
Indications are that there will 
be another exciting season of 
skating, scoring, checking, and 
stick-handling at Snively Arena 
this winter. Those who want an 
early look at the Wildcat skaters 
can do so by attending the pre- 
season scrimmages with M erri­
mack College ( November 13), 
and with Norwich University 
(November 17). Both will oe 
played at 7:00 p.in, in Snively 
Arena with a slight admission 
charge.
ent will be $1,50 a year paia 
through the student activities tax. 
With the current student enroU- 
ment, his nine-month salary 
would be about $13,500,. Hooper, 
believes this to be quite reason­
able, since current attorney fees 
are about $50 an hour, and since 
a full-time lawyer would always 
be available, perhaps at the Mem­








Editorials and cartoems a r t  
rtspmisibility of the edl- 
or-in-chief. Columns and
letters to the editor are the 
opinions of the authors. No 
columns or letters speak tor 
THE NEW HAMPSHIRE and 
should not be conr‘rued as ed­
itorials. THE NEW HAMP­
SHIRE editorials represent 
the opinions of the pa^r as 
a student newspsqwr which 
maintains no unnecessary 
bonds with the University ad­
ministration. THE NEW 
HAMPSHIRE is not aligned 
with any extraneous student 
groups and does not necess­
arily represent any opinion 
other than its own. Dissen­
ting opinion from the com­
munity is welcome through 
letters to the editor or per­
sonal confrontations with the 
editor-in-chief.
L etters to the Editor, should 
be addressed to; THE NEW 
HAMPSHIRE, MUB 120. They 
should be typed, limited to 500 
words, and must be signed. 
The editors reserve the right 
to withhold publication.
fin e  A R ts Local playhouse features ‘‘The Price
One o f 40  charcoal drawings by Sigmund Abeles, associate 
professor. Department of the Arts, from his exhibition “ Abe- 
IeS“ Recent Drawings”  now at Scudder Gallery.
A R t  h A p p e n i n c i S
CHILDREN’S THEATRE
The UNH Children’s Theatre will 
present “Torradiddle Tales” by Flora 
8. Atkin, on Friday, November 5 and 
12, at 4 p.m. Saturday performances 
are also scheduled for Saturday, No­
vember 6 and 13 at 10:30 a.m., and 
1 and 3 p.m. All performances will be 
held in Hennessey Theatre of Paul 
Arts Center. Tickets are 60 cents per 
child, or 50 cents each for a group of 
20 or more children. Further ticket 
information may be obtained at the 
Ticket Office in Huddleston Hall, or 
by calling 862-2290.
BSU CONCERT
The Black Student Union will pre­
sent a free jazz concert by the “ Black 
Visionaries,” a group of six Harvard 
University students, on Sunday, No­
vember 7, at 2 p.m. in the Strafford 
room of the Union. There is no ad -, 
mission, and the public is invited tO '’ 
attend. Refreshments will be served , 
after the performance.  ̂ ' i
r*l/\MO F»EC1T/\1_
Donald Steele, acting head of the 
Music Department, will present his 
25th annual recital on Sunday, No­
vember 7 at 8 p.m. He will perform 
works from Beethoven and Brahms 
to Llzst and Griffes. There is no ad­
mission.
A O U A R H is  FILMS
Aquarius Films will present “She 
Done Him Wrong,” starring Mae West 
on Monday, November 8, at 7 and 9 
p.m. in SSC room 4. Admission is 50 
cents, or 25 cents with a season ticket.
BERGMAN RETROSPECTIVE
MUSO will present “Wild Straw­
berries,” an Ingmar Bergman film to­
night at 7 p.nn. in SSC room 4. Ad­
mission is 75 cents or a season ticket.
NYRE
The New York Rock Ensemble 
will appear at the UNH Field House 
tonight at 8 p.m. in an informal rock 
concert. Ron and Rick Shaw, both 
UNH alumni, will also perform. Ad­
mission is $2 for students and $3 for 
general admission.
COBWEB COFFEEHOUSE
The Cobweb Coffeehouse will pre­
sent David Christian and Greg St. 
John, from Boston on Saturday, No­
vember 6, at 8 p.m. The Coffeehouse 
will be closed on Friday night due to 
the New York Rocl( Ensemble concert.
FIRST TUESDAY
“The First Tuesday of the Week” 
will present professor Sigmund Abe­
les on Tuesday, November 9 from 
12:30 to 2 p.m. in Paul Arts room 
218. Professor Abeles will speak 
briefly about his recent drawings, 
and then the meeting will shift to 
Scudder Gallery.
ABELES RECENT DRAWINGS
“Abeles-Recent Drawings,” an 
exhibition of 40 charcoal drawings 
by Sigmund Abeles, associate prof­
essor of arts at UNH^owill run 
through December 12 in Scudder 
Gallery of PAC. Gallery hours are 
weekdays from 9 a.m. to 4 p.m.
S a t u r d o y  f r o m  l O  a .m .  t o  6  p . m . ,
and Sundays from 1 to 5 p.m.
“TBS”
“Theater by the Sea” is pre­
senting “The Price” by Arthur Miller. 
Performances are on Thursday and 
Friday evenings at 8:30 p.m., and 
on Saturdays at 5 and 9 p.m. Ad­
mission is $2.50 for students, and 
$3.50 for the general public.
PLAY TRYOUTS
There will be open tryouts for a 
number of one-act plays to be pre­
sented before Christmas. Tryouts 
will be posted on the Speech and 
Drama bulletin board in Paul Arts. 
There are many male and female 
parts available.
ART EX HIB IT
Nine paintings and studies by UNH  
department of the arts students are 
now on exhibit in the Liberal Arts 
Dean’s office in Murkland Hall. 
Students and faculty are welcome 
to view these works Monday through 
Friday, from 8 to 12 a.m. or from 
1 to 4 p.m.
Preferred 
Insurance
FOR SENIORS AND 
GRADUATE STUDENTS
PREMIUMS PREFERRED 









Two albums that deserve to be 
bought and listened to time and 
again are Brian Davidson’ s 
“ Every Which Way”  and “ Peace 
and Quiet”  by the group of the 
same name. You’ve probably ne­
ver heard of these two groups 
or for that matter ever seen these 
albums in a store. Still, the 
intensely beautiful music on these 
albums deserves to be heard.
Brian Davidson was the drum­
mer for **The Nice” , and is one 
of the finest technical drummers 
‘ on the rock scene. After “ The 
Nice”  broke up, Davidson put 
together “ Every Which Way,”  a 
group of fantastically talented 
musicians.
The most important thing about 
**Every Which Way”  is,however, 
the fact that they ’ are a group 
in the true sense of the word. 
No one member attempts to over­
ride the others. The whole idea 
is to blend as beautifully as pos­
sible. The sound of acoustical 
and electric guitar j together with 
electric piano, sax or flute, bass 
and drums, combines with ex­
cellent and creative vocal selec­
tions for a sound that cannot be 
ignored.
There are two cuts on this al­
bum that merit special attention. 
“ Bed Ain’t What it Used to Be,”  
a nine minute cut, sets the tone 
for the entire album. It is also 
a truly beautiful song. “ Castle 
Sand”  is a beautifully complex 
piece, built around a combination 
of flute, soprano sax and voice, 
continued on page 4.
by John Yanner
Arthur M iller’ s play “ The 
P rice”  opened last Thursday 
evening at Theatre by the Sea.
The play centers around Vic­
tor and Walter Franz, two broth­
ers who unite after 30 years of 
bitter, silent separation. They 
confront each other amidst child­
hood memorabilia in their par­
ent’s old home. As they talk, 
Victor’s wife Esther listens and 
reacts to the situation. An old 
sagacious Jew, aptly named Sol­
omon, appraises both the furni­
ture and the situation. As the 
four catalysts interact, the sit­
uation explodes. A very painful 
epiphany results.
As children, Victor and Walter 
enjoyed the benefits of their fa­
ther’s wealth. Walter crewed and 
Victor fenced in his embroidered 
French gauntlets. Then the de­
pression. The crash crushed 
them violently, and the situation 
demanded action. Victor became 
a cop, stayed home and suppor­
ted his father. Walter left home.
ignored his father and scraped 
his way through medical school 
to become a famous surgeon. As 
Victor says “ You’ve gbt to make 
decisions before you know what’s 
involved, but you’re stuck with the 
results anyway.”  Thirty years 
later the results emerge.
The brother’s relationship is a 
complex one. Victor feels Walter 
selfishly deserted him and ig­
nored the plight of the family. 
Walter feels Victor has sacri­
ficed his time and talents for an 
illusion. Victor is angry and bit­
ter. Walter feels unfairly perse­
cuted. They battle.
Victor says of the family sit­
uation and his father, “ He 
couldn’t believe in anybody any­
more and it was unbearable. I 
wanted to stop it from falling 
apart.”  Walter says of the sit­
uation, “ ...there was no love in 
this house. There was no loy­
alty. There was nothing here 
but a straight financial arrange­
ment. That’s what was unbear­
able.”  It’s not a question of who 
is right or wrong, but it is  a
question of values, morality and 
point of view. As author Ar­
thur Miller states, “ As the world 
now operates, the qualities of both 
brothers are necessary to it; 
surely their respective psycholo­
gies and moral values conflict 
at the heart of the social dilem­
ma.”
The values and psychologies do 
conflict, and that is what makes 
the play interesting. The title, 
“ The P rice ,”  tacitly asks what 
is the price of living today in a 
fragile, fragmented, money hun­
gry society. There are no sim­
ple answers. One must decide 
for oneself.
The initial pace of the play is 
boringly slow. The dramatic ten­
sion doesn’t increase until Walter 
enters midway through the play. 
Walter does a fantastic job with 
the complex character of the ner­
vous, insecure doctor. Robert 
Gordon could have been better as 
Victor Franz. Gordon seemed 
too often just a common, lifeless 
cop, and not the bitter, rueful 
Victor Franz who has sacrificed
his life and career for his father. 
Helen Moore plays Esther Franz 
so well that one begins to hate 
and pity her as the disillusioned 
money grubber. Gary Bell han­
dles the mannerisms and dialect 
of the ancient Gregory Solomon 
flawlessly with endearing charm 
and wisdom.
The set is extremely well done. 
There is an abundance of arti­
facts from the pre-crash era, 
such as agrammaphoneandagold 
harp that set the mood of the 
times. Regretably, makeup failed 
to make Solomon look as old as 
he should. Gray hair does not 
an octogenarian make. Other­
wise, the production is sound and 
professional.
‘ The Price”  has its slow spots 
during which attention may wan­
der. However, the overall power 
and emotion of the play more than 
make up for this drawback. The 
play asks questions which have 
no simple answers. Esther may 
be right when she says, “ It’ s a 
farce. It’s all a goddamn farce.”
UNH alumni to appear 
with Rock Ensemble
Ron and Rick Shaw, two UNH 
alunni, will appear with the New 
York Rock Ensemble at an in­
formal rock concert tonight at 
8 p.m. in the UNH Field House.
The Shaw brothers are both 
former members of the Brandy­
wine Singers, which they, along 
with three other UNH students, 
formed in 1961.
They have appeared at many of 
the top nightclubs aroimd the 
country, and toured extensively 
with such names as Johnny Ma­
this, Bill Cosby and Dave Bru- 
beck. They made guest appear­
ances on the Mike Douglas and
photo by mccarthy-serotkin
Ron Shaw
Blue and White presents: 
the
NEW YORK ROCK ENSEMBLE 
FRIDAY, Nov. 5th
8:00 PM UNH Field House
with Ron & Rick Shaw
Admission $3.00 (students $2.00) 
Huddleston Ticket Office 2-2290
TONIGHT!
Ingmar Bergman’s
WILD STRAWBERRIES 9 9
SSC # 4 7ond 9 PM
75(
the Joey Bishop Shows. They 
also performed at the New York 
World’ s Fair and at Expo 67 in 
Montreal.
In addition, they produced three 
albums and several singles'for 
Joy Records and Mainstream Re­
cords.
In 1966, Rick Shaw was drafted, 
and the Brand3rwine Singers broke 
up. Ron Shaw then joined the P o- 
zo Seco Singers on Columbia Re­
cords, and toured with them for 
two years.
Both Ron and Rick Shaw have 
taught public school in Rhode Is­
land and New Hampshire. They 
left teaching in 1970, and have 
been working as a duet through­
out New England for a year. They 
have also been asked to appear 
before President Nixon at the 
White House this spring.
Tickets for tonight’s concert 
are $2 for students and $3 for 
general admission. They may be 
obtained at the Ticket Office in 
Huddleston Hail.
Free jazz
The UNH Black Student Union 
will present a free jazz concert 
by ‘ The Black Visionaries,”  a 
group composed of six Harvard 
University students, on Sunday, 
November 7, at 2 p.m. in the 
Strafford Room of the Memorial 
Union, as its first event of the 
season.
Bill Washburn, pianist and 
drummer for the sextet, de­
scribed their music as “ mostly 
jazz.”  He added, however, that 
their music ranges from “ early 
rhs t̂hm and blues to avant- 
garde.”  Washburn also noted 
tliat though none of the members 
of the group ar music majors, 
they have still found a unique 
harmony in their sound. The 
group mixes the work of Har- 
Continued on Page 4
pnoto by mccarthy-serotkin
Rick Shaw
H EL D  O V E R -2 N D  W E E K
N - O - W  AT 7:00 and 9:00
FIND OUT YOURSELF 
WHY EVERYONE’ S TALKING A B O U T-J
A DIFFERENT KIND OF LOVE STORY
gbcether.
ro  NO ONE UNDER 18 ADMITTED
e . m .l.o e w !s
4 3 6 - 2 6 0 5  > c ^ t^ e m € | .




Sports Wildcats face Springfield minus Hopkins
YAN KEE CONFERENCE STANDINGS
YC All Games
W L T W L T
UNH 3 1 0 4 2 0
UConn 2 1 1 3 3 1
UMass 2. 1 1 2 3 1
URI 2 2 0 3 4 0
UVM 1 3 0 1 6 0
Maine 1 3 0 2 5 0
S A T U R D A Y ’S RESULTS
UNH 26 







Holy Cross 17 Northeastern 7
TO M O R R O W ’S GAMES
Maine at UVM  
Holy Cross at UMass 
Temple at URI 
UNH at Springfield
by Paula Lampman 
Staff Reporter
The UNH Wildcats will be with­
out the services of veteran quar­
terback Bob Hopkins tomorrow as 
they battle the Chiefs of Spriqg- 
field College. The Cats, in the 
Yankee Conference top position, 
will be playing the non-confer­
ence match in Springfield, Mass.
For the first time in Wildcat 
history the team will be playing 
on Polyturf, an artificial surface 
which requires them to wear soc­
cer-style shoes and additional 
padding to guard against friction 
burns.
The Cats earned their Yankee 
Conference supremacy last Sat­
urday when they crushed URI 
26-0. “ It was, however, an ex­
pensive victory,”  said Coach Jim 
Root, “ in that we lost a couple 
of key players.”  Besides Hop­
kins, tailback Chuck Klaubert 
broke his leg and will be out 
for the remainder of the season.
Root noted that sophomore Bill 
McAndrews will start as quar­
terback, sharing the duties with
sophomore left -  hander Rick 
Thomson.
Triple Option
“ The game will be a good op­
portunity for those who want to 
see a little different game,”  said 
Root. “ We will be forced into
formation changes and offensive 
adjustments because of our quar^ 
terbacks,”  he added. “ Both Mc­
Andrews and Thomson are excel­
lent runners and have had good 
success with the option,”  Root 
said that the triple option will 
be part of the Wildcat attack for 
the first time since the opening 
game with Delaware.
Dennis Coady, Ken Roberson, 
and Rick Mitchell will swing 
around to cover the tailback posi­
tion, left open by Klaubert. Ted 
Gatsas, a senior, will see action 
in the fullback position, along with 
John Ricard and Don Cantin,
The Wildcats lost another play­
er in Tuesday’ s practice when 
Bob Osborne sprained his ankle, 
Dan McNultv will renlP^p him at 
offensive guard. “ Ed Booker just 
can’t seem to get well,”  said 
Root of the linebacker who had 
an ankle injury in the UVM game. 
Booker is a questionable starter 
for tomorrow’s game.
Split end Bill Degan, with his 
performance in the URI game, 
now holds the Wildcat career 
yardage record on pass recep­
tions.
B o u c h e r  All-East
Sophomore linebacker Rick 
Boucher has been selected to the 
All-East team this week, and 
Coady was honored as the offen-
*
UNH quarterback Bill McAndrew (30) will get the starting nod against Springfield tomorrow. The
Sophomore signal caller completed 11 of 15 passes this season.
sive player of the week in the 
Yankee Conference.
“ They’ re a typical Springfield 
team,”  Root said of Saturday’s 
opponent. “ They play three yards 
at a time, and have a ‘cloud of
Wildcat hockey squad underway: Exhibitions scheduled
by Bob Constantine 
Staff Reporter
“ This is the year for us to 
put it all together. Although I 
can’t forecast whether we’ll have 
a great season or not, we def­
initely do have the personnel to 
play a top brand of hockey.”
These were the words of hockey 
Coach Charlie Holt as he outlined 
his skaters’ chances for the up­
coming season, the 43rd for the 
ice sport -at UNH, Holt, entering 
his fourth season at the helm of 
the Wildcat sextet, has already 
sent his skaters to the ECAC 
playoffs twice, and has guided 
the varsity to three winning sea­
sons since moving here from Col­
by for the 1968-69 season.
“ I would have to say that the 
strength of our team lies in the 
forwards,”  said Holt as he loun­
ged in a desk chair in his Snively 
Arena office, the walls lined with 
new hockey sticks ready for play. 
“ We are fortunate to have three 
good left wings (seniors Guy 
Smith and Bill Munroe, and*soph- 
omore Dan Rooney ), four good 
ceiittir& (jseulora Jului Gray and 
Terry Blewett, junior Bill Bean- 
ey and sophomore Rick 01m- 
stead), and three good right wings 
(senior captain Dick Umile, soph­
omore Gordie Clark and fresh­
man Mike Burkart) to work with 
this season,”  said Holt.
“ There is more strength and 
greater speed at forward than 
ever before,”  Holt noted. “ So 
far they have been forechecking 
aggressively, backchecking with 
hustle, and carrying the puck out 
of our own end well,”  he added.
A big factor, according to Holt, 
is the numerical size of his de­
fense. “ The defense has been a 
problem the lastjcouple of 
years,’ ’.he explained. “ However, 
with the new rule permitting 
freshmen to skate with the var­
sity, I have been able to fill 
in the defense with first-year men 
to give this position some badly 
needed depth.”
Holt cites the improvement of 
Rob McCarthy and .the play of 
freshman Glenn Hunter as the two 
most pleasant surprises among 
the defensive corps thus far. He 
also feels that sophomore John 
King “ will be a good one”  at 
the blue line position.
“ Above all, I must encourage 
our defensemen to play better de­
fense and to be rougher out in 
front of our net,”  Holt pointed 
out. “ They must be aware of their 
defensive obligations.”
About the goaltending situation, 
the amiable coach explained that 
“ Bob Smith and Chad Ramsdell 
are much improved this year, but, 
don’t be too surprised if sopho­
more Paul Buckley doesn’ t make 
a run at the number two spot.”
“ Overall we must improve our 
positional play throughout the 
game and give our goalies much 
better protection this season,”
said Holt. “ We have strength up 
front and more numbers on de­
fense, and I am hoping with time 
that we will be able to build up 
some strong combinations for the
season.”  He also mentioned that 
“ if our combinations are almost 
equal in strength, I might rotate 
the lines rather than send out 
set lines with the start of each
Senior wing Guy Smith in practice action at Snively Arena this week.




The chances of some schedule changes in UNH hockey this season 
because of the recently voted freshmen eligibility decision and its 
resulting furor are slight, according to Varsity Coach Charlie 
Holt.
On September 22, a special meeting of the 17 colleges in the 
Eastern College Athletic Conference’ s Division I resulted in a decision 
to make freshmen eligible immediately for varsity competition. 
Of the 17 schools, Princeton and Providence were absent.
Colgate Athletic Director Hal Lahar introduced the proposal 
last February, when it lost, 30-22, with 40 abstentions. The proposal 
was reintroduced by RPIAthletic Director Ed Jucker.
BU and Northeastern, both voting in favor of freshmen eligibility, 
will use freshmen. Boston College might. Harvard will not.
The Ivy League presently has a rule banning freshmen eligibility 
in team sports, and since the September ruling stipulates that a 
team which belongs to another conference inside the ECAC may 
adhere to its own conference’ s rules, a ooycott is possible.
Coach Holt believes that things will turn out alright. “ I doubt' 
that there will be many, if any, schedule changes this year.”  
however, he added, “ there’s the possibility of one or two schools.”  
He mentioned Harvard and Dartmouth.
Concerning three other UNH opponents who won’t use freshmen. 
Holt is cautiously optimistic. “ I feel quite certain that St. Lawrence 
and Clarkson, although they won’t use freshmen, will play us. 
Pennsylvania is in favor of using freshmen. However, because they 
must go along with the majority in the Ivy, they themselves cannot 
use freshmen. We’ re only playing one or two Ivys, so I can’t see 
anyone else dropping us.”
Coach Holt is optimistic about schools sticking to their commitment 
with UNH this year, but believes that this issue will definitely 
cause schedule changes, probably in next year’ s schedule. “ I 
would like to think that as long as we adhere to the rules of our 
contract that other teams will play us. However, if this continues 
to be an issue, there’ s no question but that some schedules will 
change.”
In the long run. Holt believes that being* fair to his players is 
the issue. “ Really, what the*issue is ...if we feel strongly enough 
on the principle, is not to worry about the other fellow, but to do 
right by our players.”
L IK E  R A IN C O A T S  A N D  O TH ER  G O O D
TH IN G S IN  LIFE ..
AEGIS is REVERSIBLE!
Hang it , or hide it — but read it.
Pick yours up at the M U B  desk
At the English  Department 
or at the SPO o ffice , M U B  134 .
i r S  F R E E
period.”
Another part of the freshmen 
eligibility story was spelled out 
last week when Holt held his first 
“ tryouts”  to determine who 
would comprise the varsity (“ A” ) 
team and the jimior varsity ( “ B” ) 
team. Those freshmen who tried 
out swelled the original number to 
nearly 40 hopefuls seeking a posi­
tion. After making his initial 
cuts last Friday, Holt is now down 
to 24 skaters, and must be down 
to the mandatory 17, excluding 
goaltenders, by the time the sea­
son opens, November 20 at St. 
Louis University. “ This will be 
rough as there is much balance 
with the 24 I have to pick from ,”  
said Holt. “ The next two or three 
weeks will tell about which boys 
will stand out enough so that they 
will earn a final spot on the 
squad.”
“ We’re not ready yet, and we
won’t be ready by the time our 
first scrimmage comes up,”  he 
said. “ But, I’ m hoping that we 
will come on gradually once 
things get going so that we won’t 
tail off at the end of the season 
like we did last year. In order 
to implement this, I would like 
to have organized skating during 
exams to keep people sharp.”
Holt raves about his captain 
Umile, saying that the senior wing 
“ should provide cohesiveness for 
the team. He also should be able 
to dispell the ‘wait for the other 
guy’ tendency on the squad.”  
However, the coach was quick to 
point our that “ we won’t rise and 
fall on what one or two players 
do. We’re going to be successful 
as a team.”
It was easy to notice Holt’s 
enthusiasm when he said, “ I don’ t 
sense that the kids feel that they
continued on page 4.
Massachusetts grabs 
cross-country championship
The University of Massachu­
setts won the team title for the 
second consecutive year in the 
Yankee Conference cross country 
championships at Storrs, Conn,, 
last Saturday.
Bill Phillips’ Wildcat runners 
finished a surprising second to 
the Redmen, who paced the field 
with 34 points. UNH had 69 points, 
Rhode Island came in third in the 
eight team meet with 80.
The individual winner was A l- 
lieu Massaquoi of Boston Univer­
sity, who covered the 4.9-mile 
course in zt);33. He is a native 
of Sierre Leone and was on that 
country’s 1968 Olympic cross 
coimtry team.
Wildcat Dan Forbush came up 
with his best effort of the season, 
finishing third to Massaquoi at 
26:11, The lanky freshman put 
on a strong kick to edge a pair 
of competitors. Ed Shorey, Dar­
ryl Smith and Fred Doyle were 
also in the top 15 for New Hamp­
shire.
“ I am quite pleased with what 
proved to be a great team ef­
fort,”  coach Phillips said after 
the race. “ Dan (Forbush) was 
exceptional. His effort was somp
what of a surprise to both him­
self and m e.”
The summary:
1. Massaquoi BU 25:33
2. Dederian UMass 25:53
3. Forbush UNH 26:11
4. Gillan UMass 26:13
5. McCormack HC 26:14
6. Crisci UMass 26:15
7. Cornell UMass 26:20
8. Schabowsky URI 26:25
9. Bessette URI 26:28
10. Shorey UNH 26:29
11. Smith UNH 26:37
12. Doyle UNH 26:38.
Hoop dates set
Varsity basketball Coach/jerry 
Friel has announced correct* 
scrimmage dates for three home 
exhibition games.
The Wildcats will host M erri­
mack on Nov. 13 at 4:30, Bent­
ley on Nov. 21 at 2:00, and St. 
Michael’s on Nov. 27 at 2:00.
Friel also announced that all 
freshmen candidates should re ­
port to the Field House gym Nov.
8 at 7:00 for general tryouts for 
this year’s team.
MI&
Chinese ^  American \ 
Restaurant
OROmS TO TAKE OUT
4 8  Third S treet.
Dover, N.H,
- - - - - - - - - - -  I
Tel. 7 4 2 -0 0 4 0  -  7 4 2 -9 8 1 6  I
Sun.-Thufs. -  11:30-9:00 P.M. 
Pri.-Sat. - 11:30-1:00 A.M.
dust’ offense.”  Despite a 2-5 rec­
ord, Spriiigiield has averaged as 
many plays as their opponents, i l ­
lustrating their ability to main­
tain ball control.
“ Defensively they’re honestly 
not as Dig as some leamo .. j've  
played,”  said Root. “ They try 
to compensate for this by stunt­
ing; they are in constant motion 
and this gives oiir interior line 
problems,”  he added.
Photo by Painchaud'
Dick McLean, assistant foot­
ball coach, has scouted the 
Springfield team and noted that 
the Indians have a fine ball con­
trol offense, and cautioned, “ We 
can’t look past them.”
NEW HAMPSHIRE CLASSIFIEDS  
GET RESULTS!
ooooooooooooooo ooo
^   ̂ Kew scQ+s
6 :30 & 8 :40 p.m.
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Going Out of Business
B O N A N Z A
The
(D w yer oK om estead
Now serving D A ILY
LUNCHEON SPECIALS
H ot lunches from  $ 1 .0 0  
M ost sandwiches from  $ .7 5  
“ 17 G roovy Sandwiches to
Gouge the G ullet”
T R Y  O U R  FA M O U S L O B S T E R  STEW  
(daily) only $ 1 .7 5
T R Y  O U R  “ KING K L U B ” O R LO B S T E R
R O L L  SPEC IA L
Sat. 11:3 0-.3 p.m.
Hot dogs boUed 
in beer w/Kraut 
2 5 cents
“ watch your favorite 
game on color TV”
Wednesday is SPAGHETTI DAY at 
Dwyer’s Homestead 
aU the spaghetti
and sauce you can eat.
SPECIALS
w/tossed salad, Italian dressiug-hot 
garlic bread-beverage.
Children under twelve-half price.
EVERY D A Y -  7 DAYS
GOOD NEWS
For Music 8c Sing-A-Long, Peg Norton at the Organ, and Jimmy 
0 ‘Neil Singing Hiirtender. l.very Frida\ iV Saturday 7:.30 ttt closing
Route lOI-C l.xeter, N.'H. 
Open I 1 :.3() ii.m. to 1:00 a.m. 772-1.386
((.hildren’s Menus also available)
